Divine Perspective

Often our world can seem like we are all
going crazy! Sometimes it can feel as if we
are powerless to stop it! Is this the version
of the world that you want to leave our
children? grandchildren? Our future
generations? Read this book for FREE on
Kindle Unlimited - Download Self
Discovery Also if ordered through
smile.amazon.com 5% goes to Doctors
Without Borders. Order yours TODAY!
Are you looking for answers? Do you find
yourself wondering where and how did we
lose control? Have you ever looked at our
world and said something has got to give
how can we change this? Divine
Perspective describes Shaun Kolichs
personal quest of discovery into the deepest
workings of our world and the universe. No
matter belief system you may have (if any)
you can gain many valuable insights from
this inspirational book. We are seeing a
rise in police brutality, political corruption,
corporate corruption, wars, riots, and the
illusion of freedom while our slave system
is being exposed.
Facts: There are
organizations that work in the background
to keep us unaware of our potential,
keeping us enslaved. One which is
mentioned in the book the Illuminati! They
use media, race, and religion to keep us
from uniting. There biggest fear is that we
realize what we are. We are not just
humans! They have an agenda which can
be seen in broad daylight. The Georgia
Guidestones the Ten Commandments of
the Illuminati. However no matter what
goes on in this world there is a way to
change all of it. There is more than enough
for everyone. Keep people in fear and they
will gladly give you all their freedoms for
security. The thing they fear the most is 7
Billion people realizing we are connected,
we are divine beings, and we are free!. It
all starts with us. If you want to change the
world you merely have to start by changing
yourself. We are not separate to the
universe or nature. We are the universe and
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nature! Freedom is not given by a
self-appointed organization we are entitled
to it and its free for all. Its a universal right.
We are Free! Take back control over
our lives and free our minds. Remove hate
and replace with love you begin to break
the chains. We are co creators so our
perspective creates our world Lets end the
tyranny and perspectives that has allowed
children to go hungry, people to feel
unnessary pain, death and destruction
based on greed. We are all connected and
in this thing together. Love, happiness,
abundance is worthy of us all. No more 1%
have everything while the 99% fights for
their table scraps. THIS IS MORE THAN
A BOOK. ITS A MOVEMENT FOR
CHANGE! Publishers Note: This Second
Edition of Divine Perspective has been
thoroughly revised, vastly improved, and
includes NEW high-quality content! Join
the movement and break away the chains!
Download Divine Perspective and make
our world the best it can be! Youll be so
glad you did!
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